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I. Introduction 

Colloids Corm one example of the newly emerging area or soft condensed matter, 
also referred to as complex or structured fluids. The main features of these systems 
are that their constituents are madc of polyatomic structures whose sizes are much 
larger than the convent~onal molecules hke water. They exhibit numerous forms of 
self-organization and have significant structure and dynamics on length scales ranging 
lrom -10 to 1000 nm. Typically, these systems show strong responsc to modest exter- 
nal perturbations. Colloids are ubiqu~tous in nature and their examples are numerous. 
Thesc include suspensions o f .  polymeric and metal particles. ferrotluids, elec- 
tvorlicologicl fluids, emiilsions. painls, ink, blood. gels, rubbe~s ,  bitumen, and surfac- 
tant-based systems like rnicelles and their organized structures (lyotropic hquid crys- 
talline phases) Needless to ernphasisc, these systcms not only havc enormous 
technological importance hut also offer a rich variety of phenomena to enhance the 
scope of conventional condensed matter physics'". The aim of this paper is to bring 
out some of the fascinating physics aspects of the colloidal systems. 

2. Systems of interest 

The multicomponent nature of the colloidal suspensions in terms of size and shape 
of the particles make their study almost intractable from physics point of view. 
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Fortunately, over the last three decades, it has become possible, to synthesise 
monodisperse, spherical polymeric particles with a narrow size distribution. These 
model colloids are described below. 

2.1. Charge-stabilized suspensions-latex spheres or polyballs 

The most popular system that has been investigated is the aqueous suspension of 
charge-stabilized polystyrene spheres. Each of these colloidal particles (nicknamed 
'polyballs') consists of a large number of styrene polymeric chains entangled in a coil. 
Each of these chains starts and ends with an acidic group, like -KSO:. In a solvent 
like water with high dielectric constant E(-80), the end surlace groups dissociate 
and provide a larue electrostatic negative charge per particle (-1000e for a particle 
diameter of 1000 %, where e is the magnitude of the electron charge). The counter- 
ions (cations like K') liberated from the polyballs and additional ions present in the 
solvent form a cloud around each polyhall and hence screen the Coulomb interaction 
between them. In simplest picture, the interaction between the polyhalls over the 
relevant range of particle separation is predominantly screened Coulomb repulsion of 
the form. 

where k-' is the screening length given by 

Here n, is the number density of the polyballs, each having a surface charge &e and 
radius a,. The effect of the solvent is taken into account through its dielectric constant 
E .  T is'the temperature and kB, the Boltzmann constanl. The additional ions of type 
u with number density n, and charge z, contribute to the screening in addition to 
the monovalent counterions whose number density is n,,Z,. The potential given by 
eqn (2) is called the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) potential. In ad- 
dition to the repulsive potential, there is a short range (-20 A) attractive potential 
Li, due to London-van der Waals interaction. The sum of U, and UR results in a 
Coulomb barrier of the order of a few k8T which is responsible for the stability of 
polyhall suspension against flocculation. It is clear from eqns (1) and (2) that the 
strength and range of the repulsive interaction can be easily controlled by many 
experimental parameters, the most convenient of them being polyhall number density 
n, and excess ion concentration n,. The former is typically measured in terms of 
volume fraction Q1 defined as +=?i&J6 where the polyball diameter is cp=2a,. 
When the screening length k-' a a, (the average interparticle distance), the inlerac- 
tions between the polyballs are negligible and particles perform free Brownian motion 
as in the gas phase of atomic systems. As interactions build up, the particles exhibit 
spatial correlations over two or three interparticle spacings (liquid-like short-range 
order) and for sufficiently strong interactions, the colloidal particles freeze into a 
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body-centered cubic (bcc) or Pace-centered cubic (fcc) lattice with the lattice constants 
of a few particle diameters (order of optical wavelength). When the suspension c ~ s -  
tallizes, beautiful iridescence is observed due to Bragg diffraction of visible light. 

In addition to the gas, liquid and crystalline states, the glassy state can also be 
formed in the colloids. This has been demonstrated recently in monodisperse colloids 
at high particle density7."+>0.2) and in dilute binary mixtures containing two diffe- 
rent particle diametersy. As in atomic systems, the glassy state is characterized by 
the absence of Bragg diffraction. distortion in the static structure factor, finite rigidity 
to low-frequency shear and much slower diffusion than in the liquid state. 

Charge-stabilized monodispcrse colloids can also be formed from silica spheres pre- 
pared by hydrolysis and subsequent polymerization of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), and 
order-disorder transitions have been studied in these systems as well. 

2.2. Nearil hard colloidal spheres 

In addition to the charged colloids which have long-range interaction (soft spheres), 
there are two other model colloidal systems in which a number of interesting studies 
have been carried out. These systems interact through a steep repulsive potential and 
are good examples of nearly hard sphere systems, a few examples of which are: (i) 
polymethylmethacrylate particles stabilized sterically by poly-l,2-hydroxystearic acid, 
and (ii) colloidal silica spheres sterically stabilized by stearyl chains grafted on to the 
surface. The control parameter as a function of which one observes changes in struc- 
tural ordering in nearly hard colloidal sphere systems is the volume fraction +. The 
disorder-order transition occurs7 close to +-0.5, in agreement, with computer simu- 
lations. 

2.3. Colloids of rod-shaped particles 

Examples are: (a) Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) of length L=300 nm and diameter 
D=18 nm, (b) fd virus ( ~ = 8 8 0  nm, D=6 nm), (c) inorganic rod-like particles, e.g., 
VZ05, y-A100H and clays (Immogolite Si02-A120~.2H20). AIL these particles are 
charged. 

3. Issues to be addressed 

3.1. Equilibrium phase transitions 

The phase diagram of polyball suspensions shows fluid, bcc and fcc phases. Theoret- 
ical understanding of this phase diagram has been a major challenge. Theories based 
on the self-consistent harmonic approximations have not been successful. Recently, 
density-functional theory has been successfully applied wherein the inclusion of three- 
body along with the usual two-body direct correlation functions of the liquid is neces- 
sary to get the correct phase diagram". 

It is interesting to ask if the colloids can exhibit gas-to-liquid-type transition as 
well. This can arise if the interparticle potential has both attractive as well as repul- 
sive parts (like Lennard-Jones potential for atomic systems). The existence of 
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controversial and is being debated cxtr:nsivclyU. Recently, it has becn reported that 
there is a gas-liquid-type transition iri polyball suspensions". 

Fluid-hid plus fluid-solid eauilibria have recently been shown in collord-polymer 
mixtures". Here, the attractive intcvaclion between the colloidal patticlch arise due 
to the depletion forces14. In such binary systems where the range of attractive and 
repulsive interactions can be controlled, statistical mechanics of equilibrium phase 
diagrams is very interesling. 

3.2. Physics of glassy state 

Glassy state has been seen in dense monodisperse'," binary m i x t ~ r e s " ~ ' ~  and charge- 
polydispersc colloids using small-angle x-ray scattering. optical microscopy and com- 
puler simulationsr7. 

3.3. Mutter under non-equilibrium conrlitions-efict u/  sheur 

Elastic constants of colloidal solids are about 10 dyne/cm2 (and hence the name sott 
mattcr). This can be qualitatively understoodl%y noting that the elastic constant is 
G-(inp where U is the interaction energy between the particles (-1 to 10 eV, same 
as in atomic systems) and n,J-1012/cm'. Interesting flow behaviour under shear can 
be observcd whcn YT--1, where + is the applied shcar rate and T is the typicai struc- 
tural relaxation timrs. For conventional solids, ~ - l O - ' ~ s  and hcnce one requires un- 
achievable y to satisfy the above condition. On the other hand, for colloids, 7-Dd 
~:-lO-~s, where u,=n;"' is the average interparticle distance and D,,=kRT/6.rr~a,(~ 
being the viscosity of the solvent) is the self-diffusion coefficient in the non-interactmg 
limit. As  a consequence, it is possible by readily available rncans to apply shear rates 
in the laboratory which are comparable to 7 - ' .  An extremely low value of G results 
in many interesting nonlinear tlow behaviours as a function of applied shear1'. 

Colloidal crystal can be melted by shear slressl'. The phenomena of shear-induccd 
melting is still poorly understood. Computzr simulation studies have shown that at 
high + values, there is a re-entrant phase transition from fluid to the crystalline 
phase20. The phenomena of shear-induced melting and the re-entrant phase have to 
be understood2'. Brownian dynamics simulation shows that in the steady shear limit, 
the enhancement of the sell-diffusion cocfEicients ill direction transverse to the no* 
shows a crossover from a j2 dependence to a *dependence as i, increases". 

3.4. Physics in two dir~msions 

The physics of low-dimensional systems is in principle very rich, but it is not always 
practicable to rcalize a true two-dimensional crystal in conventional solids, except Lhe 
adsorbed atomic monolayers on substra~es like graphite. The macroscopic size of 
polyballs makes it relatively easy to confine them between two solid surfaces, thereby 
achieving a two-dimensional colloidal crystal2'. Solid surfaces such as glass plates 
appear perfectly smooth on the colloidal length scale. Two-dimensional colloidal 
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monoiaycrs can also be forincd at water-air interfaces and water-sohd intertaccy. 
Trapping of polyballs at the w:itcr-air interface occurs bccalise of a finitc contact 
angle between water and poiyslyrene. 

Optical matter refers to new ordered 91-uctures that can be crcatcd by manipulatii~g 
the dielecrric colloidal particles with the properly tailored eleclromagneric fields2'. 
The organization can be achieved either by directly transporting the dielectric matter 
by externally applied standing wave optical fields oi by external field-induced inlerac- 
tion between the p;~rticles. T h ~ s  manipuiation of matter has spplicotion in many di- 
verse arcas ranging from modern biology to microeleclronics and optics. One oC the 
important motivations ha? been to  create structures with hand gap for photons, simi- 
lar to  the well-known bandgap lor electronic states. 

Chowdhry el aPS have demonstraied the freezing of 2-d suspensions of strongly 
interacting colloidal particles by subjecting the suspension to a I-d modulating poren- 
tial V,. induccd by a standing wave pattern of intcrfering fields. Recently, density 
functional theory of this phenomenon has been carried out" to predict that the initial 
first-order freezing transition (at small V p )  changes to a continuous one (at large VJ 
via a tricritical point p~ovided the modulation wavevectors are suitahly chosen. 

3.6. Magnetrc and electric field-induced ordering urrd ins!nb~kties in feri-oflaids and 
elrctrorhrological fluids 

Ferrofluids are stable disnersions of suhdotllai~i magnetic particles and show magnetic 
field-induced ordermg and ins tab i l i t~es~~.  Electrorheological fluids consisting of dielec- 
tric sphelcs in a medium solidify in thc prescncc of  clcctric field'! Thcsc systcms 
ofter a vast range of phenomenon to be explored in the realm of instabilities, etc. 

5.7. CoLloid s:ahiliwtion and flocculatiora 

When the rcpulsivc Coulonib potential between the colioidal particles is greatly 1-c- 
duced (by increasing the ionic strength or reducing the snrface charge), the attractive 
van der Waals force comes into play and the particles form aggregates. Understanding 
the stability of colloidal dispersions has been one of the central alms in the field of 
colloidal physics. Needless to emphasize its commercial importance, aggregation is a 
prototype example of the complicated random process which can reveal such aspects 
as self-similarity. scaling and nniversality. The concept of fractal dimension has heen 
introduced in recent years to describe geometry of the colloidal aggregatesz! In the 
recent computer simulation experimen~s, it has heen shown ;ha( two-point density- 
density correlation function g(r) is of power-law form g ( r ) - p - d  for values of r inter- 
mediate between the monomer (particle) size a and the average aggregate size R,. 
Here, d is called the Hausdorft-Besicovitch volume or mass Fractal dimension and 
relates mass of the aggregate M to R< M-R:'. The -value of D' is less thnn or equal 
to the Eucledian dimension d. 

3.8. Propagation o,f rlectromngnrtic waves in random mediu 

Colloidal suspension is an ]deal medium to  study statistical and interference 
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phenomena in propagation of optical waves in random medium. Interference effects 
in multiple elastic scattering of optical waves can lead to photon weak localization, 
analogous to electron localization in a random medium. These optical and electron 
effects arise from a common origin of both being wave phenomena and depend on 
the relative magnitudes of four different Length scales: the wavelength A,  the elastic 
transport mean free path, geometric size of the system and the inelastic mean free 
~ a t h j ~ . ~ ' .  

Multiple light scattering has recently been used to probe the dynamics of the col- 
loid. This technique, called diffusive wave spec t r~ sco~y '~ ,  is very promising33, and 
needs to be understood quantitatively. 

4. Conclusions 

The mesoscopic structures observed in colloidal suspensions mimic the phases seen 
in atomic systems. The collective behaviour in colloids is varied and conceptually rich 
and hence colloids are novel condensed matter systems to study cooperative be- 
haviour as well as many to explore unique features like shear-induced melting inacces- 
sible in conventional solids. 
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